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Vibrant Invercargill

Further to our previous meeting,

we have drawn up this summary
which is intended to outline our
capabilities.

Our promise is to deliverworld−class
marketing support for your

brand and relevant tools which

can be used on the ground to truly
make a difference..

Background
Fluid has built a strong relationship with the brand of Southland
and Invercargill. Back in 2007 we were an integral link in the
rebrand of Venture Southland. We were involved from the top
level down and led the design evolution of the brand based on
some solid Fluid brainstorming and planning sessions. Working
directly with a key Southland entity such as Venture Southland
has meant we have a clear understanding of the strenghts,
opportunities and challenges that are faced with growing
the brand of a city. Fluid has also worked alongside several
commercial businesses in Invercargill so we have an overall
understanding of the city and how it functions.

Our relationship with Invercargill has continued over the years
with Fluid providing design support when requested and offering
ongoing creative input at a top level. We have been involved with
creating campaigns with the specific objective of increasing visitor
numbers to the area. Vibrant Invercargill strives to achieve this for
the very specific area that is essentially the heart of Southland.
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Joan met with Tim to discuss some of the background, and more
importantly the long−term goals, for Vibrant Invercargill and we
have since prepared some notes to accompany your Request for a
Scope of Service Proposal.

The following pages form a brief, top level response and highlight
where we see mutual opportunities for working together in the
future.

Fluid has the ability to shape how we provide support based on
a clear mandate from Vibrant Invercargill. We may be engaged

to "ask the hard questions", provide a sounding board for future
planning, provide creative support based on a broad, long−term
strategic brief or we can support your marketing plan by providing
design and production support around specific tactical briefs.

If the fol lowing proposal meets with your expectations, we can
organise a meeting at your convenience to move things forward.



BRAINSPILL
This is a bespoke brainstorming tool
developed by Fluid to help unlock potential
wi thin your organisation. Questionnaires,
lots o f coloured pens and sticky tape
combine to get your creative juices flowing.
A Brainspill is Fluid's approach to
brainstorming. We develop a purpose−built
worksheet for all participants which pulls all
those thoughts and ideas out onto the table.
It's a free thinking approach to get your
team's grey matter really stirred up about
your brand, your opportunities and the
pathways to success.
We run the Brainspill session over a
min imum of 4 hours and it can be with
3−30 people. After delving into some of
the big (and not so big) questions, we are
in a position to understand the key issues
for your organisation and have a fresh
perspective on how your customers see the
business and the brand.
After the Brainspill session we'l l get
together with key stakeholders to develop a
brief for any specific projects or tasks which
have been identified. What milestones
need to be reached over the next 12−24
months? What are the key issues you
need to address? How does the brand and
marketing fit into this? We establish a reality
check for how your brand is currently being
projected.
Brainspill is the first step to future−proofing
your brand.

COPYWRITING
Fluid has a range of options avaialable
for creative copy. We actively engage
three local writers plus we have a strong
connection with a wider network of people
w h o can provide what is needed for your
specific project.
Also, in−house we have a strongproof−reading

and copy checking capability
depending on your requirements.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Creating press releases and coming up with
dynamic ways to 'get your name out there'
are all part o f what we do.
Dedicated PR can be managed via an
external provider. We have an existing
relationship with a local PR firm and have
worked in tandem with them on a number
o f projects.

CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT
Once some of your core messages have
been agreed it's t ime to share them with
your various audiences. Building strategic
campaigns can be as simple as 'an ad
in the paper' but more common ly it will
involve a broad range of media spread
over an agreed amount o f t ime with some
very specific storries to tell to a very
disparate audience.

For any campaign to be successful, it
needs planning, creativity, collaboration
and budget − media placement can be
expensive. If t ime and effort are to be
invested in the placement of key messages
then the quality of those messages needs
to be understood and valued. Great design,
creative copy and high quality imagery are
all vital parts o f the campaign mix and most
successful campaigns require all three in
equal measure.

MEDIA BUYING
Understanding the options in anever−evolving

wor ld of advertising options is not
easy. In truth it can be a minefield.
We recommend using a dedicated media
buyer − especially for offshore media. Our
preferred media buyer can visit you to
discuss your needs and come up with a
dedicated media schedule based on your
budget and objectives.



CREATIVE
We consider this one o f our core strengths.
The Fluid ethos is all about understanding
the deep intentions o f your brand and using
that knowledge to bring creative solutions
to every project. Developing campaigns,
wri t ing creative copy, application of agreed
brand values across all media − this is the
bread and butter we thrive on.
If we are engaged at a strategic level we
can unleash the power of our whole team
including our creative heads and account
managers.

DESIGN
We have a team of three full−time
permanent designers plus t w o account
managers representing a wealth of
experience in different sectors and
commanding skills over a broad range of
media. This is also supported by a network
of freelancers who augment the team when
required. This enables us to always match
the style and flavour with the client and
keeps projects fresh.
Design is all about planning and
understanding outcomes. Once these things
are nailed down and the brief has been
agreed, the implementation process begins

− the fun stuff.

DIGITAL
Fluid operates a dedicated in−house
programming department which enables us
to build websites, run online campaigns and
develop digital tools for our clients both quickly
and efficiently. Your website is a unique and
vital tool for the delivery of your story.

SOCIAL MEDIA
We all recognise social media as a vital part of
the marketing mix − especially in tourism. The
question is, how do you make it work for you?
As you and your team are aware, having a
social media strategy for your business is
more than just signing up to Facebook − it's
about engaging with your audience and
growing, maintaining and solidifying your
brand. It's about listening as much as telling.
We help our clients by developing strategies
that not only find new customers but
turn your current customers into brand
ambassadors. We can help you handle the
ever changing demands of your customers −
we'll show you how to keep the social media
fire roaring, even when you get busy.

SEO
Search Engine Optimisation is a bit of a dark
science these days. With the major search
engines constantly redeveloping the way they
perform, it's more important than ever that
your website responds to those changes and
your content is relevant.
We have an in−house SEO product which
can easily be modified to your specific needs
or we can help your inhouse team with a
series of regular planning sessions using
our technical skills coupled with an ongoing
understanding of your brand goals.

DISPLAY ADS (+ online media)
Building on your emerging client profile, we
will be able to develop seasonal campaigns.
Brand development through a clear,
consistent brand language is key to this part
of the equation.

Once we develop the campaign you can
trust us to apply the technical know−how
required to get all those ads built correctly.
Media buying is also a service we offer
alongside the production o f the artwork. In
order to be effective in this arena though,
we would need to be working to a clear
client profile and an agreed budget.

PRINT ADVERTISING
As with your online media, we are expert
at taking the initiative and steering the
timetable on all kinds of media. It just
requires a commitment early on that our
role extends to managing the advertising
schedule.
We can handle buying, briefing,
copywrit ing, artwork, liaison and placement.

ONLINE CONTENT CREATION
Over the past t w o years we have staged a
number of f i lm nights in our Front Room
Gallery space. In doing so, we have built
very strong relationships wi th the local
production industry and work closely with
a number o f filmmakers, editors and online
video creators.
These relationships are very much a part
of what we bring to the table. We talk the
language, we have already collaborated on
a number of projects with these individuals
and ful ly understand the needs of the
customer when viewing online content.



The first stage of this project
would be to develop a strong
and clear pathway or brief to
understand and explore every
unseen opportunity.

A Brainspill would be our
preferred way to kickstart the

process.

Brainspill − Unlock your brand's potential

A Brainspill is Fluid's approach to brainstorming. We develop apurpose−built
worksheet for all of your key staff which pulls all those thoughts and

ideas Out onto the table. We then facilitate a group session where the
concept of brand is openly discussed and we create buy−in f rom your team
at the start of the process. It's a free thinking approach to get your team's
grey matter really stirred up about branding, the business and other stuff.

It is recommended that an initial brainstorming session takes place in
order to harvest all the good ideas which exist within your organisation
and develop a clear pathway for your new branding project. Half Day from: $990

Full Day from: $1700

Design audit
Take an overview of current position and suggest improvements to key
messages, brand, typography, online performance and overall structure of
the promotion of the Invercargill brand. Assess current tactical approach
and assess where the essence of the Invercargill brand lies in the eyes of
your local audience. This wil l go some way to forming an over−arching
brief for the whole project and wil l also be informed by the outcomes of
the Brainspill process. $1500−$1900

Agree on key messages and marketing language
Based on findings f rom the Brainspill, we wil l develop a set of long and
short pieces of copy along with a vocabulary for the brand. This ensures
key messages are always passed on and promotional material such as
brochures and website etc are as effective and consistent as possible. $990−$1400



From the initial information Campaign Development

gathering phase we will go on
Develop a new 'strapline' and design element for the campaign. This
includes writ ing copy, developing a graphic flavour and coming up with an

to implement some key tactical over−arching campaign 'story' aimed at a local audience. S4000−86000

pieces such as campaigns, print
material and online messaging. Visual Style and Style Guide

To support the new logo, we wil l build a set of graphic tools and signatures
Many of these costs are (colour pallettes, font styles, image treatments etc( which wil l form the
approximate at this stage but a overall visual language for the brand. This wi l l also be supported by a style

fixed price can be provided once
guide which wil l set enduring rules about how the brand should be presented. S800−S1200

we have firmed up the brief and
agreed on specific tasks. Print Material

The following costs are provisional, based on what w e have discussed.
Once we have agreed on a final brief these costs can be ratified and print/
production costs can also be finalised.

Brochures $800−$900

Print Advertising (set up templates and allow publishers to edit( $600

Stationery
Letterhead (design, typeset( including Word templates and training: $300−$450
Business cards (2 design choices(: $120

Newsletter template and masthead design $800
Recommendations for further brand extension strategies $tbc

Print costs to be confirmed on full spec − w e would liaise closely with an Invercargill
based print supplier



Because audiences are
becoming much more
engaged online and
expectations are increasing,
any future−focused
campaign must have a web
component.
These costs are a quick estimate of
how an online campaign for your
brand could slot together. It is not
exaustive but gives an outline to begin
from.

We have based these costings on our
standard mid−range website using
open source CMS, simple forms and a
high level of design and brand input.

Initial scoping and technical specification of site: This is the stage required
to agree on all functionality, the framework for the CMS and overall
objectives for the site. We see this starting off wi th a meeting between
yourselves and two of our team. Also at this point we would be able to
provide some initial thinking on the design direction o f the project. $700

Design, visual storytelling and project management: Every website should
be a unique and personal delivery system for your core brand values.
We use a number of standard CMS tools to deliver the back end of your
Site. The design of the front end requires a creative and dynamic process.
From there we would work up an agreed theme based on your feedback
input into the inital scoping phase. Once approved we would then align
our visual work with the back end programming stages already underway.
This cost also includes the work involved to pull all elements together and
manage the project. $1900−$2600

Back end programming: In parallel to the design stages we would also
begin work on a rough 'skeleton' for the new site. Once approval has been
given for the design aspects we would apply the skin to our skeleton and
develop the first functioning proof for the site. S2000−$2600

Testing phase and go live: Our proofing stage includes one set of client
amendments to copy and images but not functionality or design. After
final approval we would host the site on a New Zealand server. $700

CMS training: Fluid uses open source CMS systems and tailors the code to
suit your specific site. We have developed a set of simple training videos
which give you all the guidance you need to start using the systems. We
are also available to provide additional training if required. FREE

TOTAL: $530046600



Project Outline and Timeline
Based on our conversations to date, we would set out the project plan as follows:

Client meetings leading to this initial project plan, agree project plan and key deliverables
Approval of this proposal
Arrange and carry out Brainspill

And
. ' NZ

Carry out audit and brief writing for all agreed tactical projects
Initial thinking around brand development etc
Key messaging

Agree on style and design approach
Gather content for all print material (stationery etc)
Initial design of all print material
Gather print/production costs/schedules − appoint printer

Finalise all print materials to final artwork
Plan training and presentations to key stakeholders around campaign launch
Plan launch event for new brand if required (internal?)
Oversee delivery of all required materials

− PR and design support
− Print management if required
− Social media support if needed



Actions not words
This project is all about taking the great work which has been
done already and creating a clear, exciting and inspiring story
for the people of Invercargill to share.

Campaigns work best when they resonate with their
audience and Southianders already have a strong, personal
understanding of what Invercargill means to them.

Recommendations
The following ideas are just a snapshot as to how we would
choose to approach the project.

1. Brainspill session with a concentrated group of key
stakeholders. Don't be afraid of the hard questions or of
the answers. If there are physical challenges they can be
overcome with a positive approach and a clear brief...

2. A fun, innovative and brave approach to change in the CBD
needs to be at the forefront of this project.

3. Put people at the heart of the process and let them start to
steer the course of the journey.
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Why Fluid?
• We're local, invested, easy to deal with and on your doorstep

• We have a wealth of experience in a number of sectors
especially tourism and we have a passion for community
engagement, sustainability and the outdoors

• We offer good value

• Our combined experience and collaborative approach
delivers proven results

Finally
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this document, it is intended
as an outline only and we can provide further detail around costs and
engagement once briefs and budgets have been agreed.

If any aspects of this proposal are not clear, please let us know straight
away so that we can clarify our intent. Please don't hesitate to contact me
by phone −021 239 0342 or by email: tim@fluid.net.nz

If you would like to see examples of our work or find out more about Fluid,
you can visit our online portfolio at www.fluid.net.nz

I look forward to hearing f rom you.

Regards
Tim Buckley,
Fluid Visual Communications



Estimates and Quotes
All creative t ime is estimated based on our
understanding o f the project at hand. Estimates are
provided in good faith and a fixed price can only be
supplied as q u o t e once all aspects of the project
have been finalised. Costs for production such as
printing, programming or sign making can be given
as quoted fixed prices where suppliers provide
them.

Major changes to any project may require are−estimate
and w e wil l inform the client accordingly

as soon as any concerns are raised.

Taxes

All prices offered are exclusive of GST. I f s project
is deemed GST free by the Client, Fluid must be
advised prior to invoice.

Payment Terms
Unless a prior agreement exists between Fluid and
the Client, payment terms are strictly 20th of the
month fol lowing invoice. If any queries exist, we
require the matter to be raised and discussed prior
to the 20th of the month. Interest and recovery
costs may be payable by the Client for any overdue
amount. Fluid also reserves the right to suspend
work in lieu of payment on overdue accounts.
All website projects require a 33% deposit payable
on approval of scoping document. A deposit may
also be required on all large production jobs and for
new clients. Please don't be offended.

Archiving and Storage

Fluid provides a free archive service for all files
we create. This service is at the Clients' risk and
no guarantees are given against loss of data or
recovery of material. Should material be required
for use by a third party, Fluid must reserve the right
to charge an hourly rate for recovery of files.

Proofing

Fluid provides suitable proof ing processes on
all projects. These proofs must be signed of f by
the Client. Fluid accepts no responsibil i ty fo run−approved

work.

Provision of Artwork
Fluid provides all files for th i rd party production
in good faith. If errors are made Fluid wi l l correct
them at our o w n expense. Fluid can not be held
accountable fo r costs associated w i th third party
wo rk on our files.

Production Management

Fluid provides a full print and production
management service. We can not take
responsibil i ty fo r supplied files if w e have no
contact wi th third party suppliers. Printing,
programming and media production are
increasingly complex specialities which require
close liaison between designer and supplier. Fluid
works best when these relationships are strong.

Orders, Instruct ions and Project Management

Fluid uses industry leading Project Management
tools for all jobs, large or small. We require
writ ten conf i rmat ion o f all instructions and orders
to make this process useful. No guarantees can
be given wi th regard to mis− interpretation or
oversight f rom verbal instructions.

Liability

Fluid can not accept liability for any consequential
or indirect loss to the client arising f rom third
party claims a s s result o f errors in the work or
delivery delays.

SEO & Ranking

Basic, quality on−site SEQ is performed on all
websites we build as part o f any quoted price.
SEQ services beyond the launch date incur
additional cost and can be discussed with you if
desired.

If you have an existing webpage − building a new
site wi l l not instantly change your ranking on
Google. Your Google ranking is determined by a
very complicated closed box algori thm (we can't
see the details o f the algori thm( and the process
o f being ranked takes a significant amount of
t ime (generally the t ime scale is many months(.
A change to your existing site, e r a new site
going live can take up to a month to be "seen" by
Google.

If you have SEQ questions or concerns please
contact the team!

Site Maintenance

Websites built by the team that are hosted on
our servers receive free yearly maintenance.
This involves upgrading software to the latest
(most secure( versions, checking on free hard
drive space and a number o f other housekeeping
procedures. Websites hosted on other servers
are not maintained free of charge, this service
can be purchased after the site has gone live
and the cost (which can vary depending on the
complexi ty of the site( can be gained by asking
the team. Fluid uses industry leading Project
Management tools for all jobs, large or small. We
require wri t ten conf i rmat ion o f all instructions and
orders to make this process useful. No guarantees
can be given wi th regard to mis− interpretation or
oversight f rom verbal instructions.
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